Evaluation questionnaire for youth
exchange
General description of the tool
This tool is an evaluation tool for youngsters have just finished a youth exchange.
The questionnaire, both in digital or hard copy, is composed by the following open questions:
1) How you can evaluate your involvement in the youth exchange you have participated?
2) Which are the main topics dealt during the youth exchange?
3) What did you like mostly of this experience?
4) What did not you like of this experience? Have you had the chance to share your feeling with
someone from the hosting association?
5) Have you faced some difficulties? If yes, which and how did you overcome them?
6) In which situation you have felt yourself really active?
7) What did you learn?
8) After this experience, have you got or changed some opinions/information about Europe?
And about people from different countries? Please write down
9) What would do you like to do in the next period? Are you interested to do some other
mobility experiences? Training course/ EVS/ local volunteering etc? Are you interested to get
information about these opportunities?

Specific objectives of the tool
- To evaluate the experience
- To reflect about the challenges and the positive aspects met
- To recognize which new information and inputs have been given
- To express the desire to continue to be involved in other mobility experiences

How to fill it out?
The Evaluation questionnaire (digital and hard-copy) is fulfilled by the youngsters have just come
back from a youth exchange or work camps, under the supervision of the sending organization.
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